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SUBJECT : Revltsed Guidelines for the Implementation of the 
Philippine Reference System of 1 9 9 2  (PRS92) 

Pursuant to Executive Order No. 45, series of 1993 entitled 
"Adopting the Philippine Reference System of 1992 as  the Standard 
Reference System for Surveys in the Philippines" as  amended by 
Executive Order Nos. 280 and 32 1, series of 2000 and 2004, respectively, 
the following rules and regulations are hereby issued for the guidance 
and compliance of all concerned. 

ARTICLE I - GENERAL PROVISIONS 

Section 1. Policy 

It is the policy of the State to effectively manage the country's 
natural resources through the adoption of a single survey reference 
system. Henceforth, the PRS 92 is hereby adopted as  the single 
reference system for all surveys and mapping. 

Section 2. Objectives 

This order aims to prescribe the guidelines for the full 
implementation of the PRS92. It has the following objectives: 

1. To provide the guidelines for the completion of a national 
geodetic network. 

L 2. To provide the guidelines for integrating the old surveys and 
maps into the new network; and 

3. To provide the guidelines for the maintenance of the national 
geodetic network. 

Section 3. Scope and Coverage 

These guidelines shall cover all land surveys and mapping 
activities, whether conducted by government agencies or private 
individuals and/or entities. In preparing nautical and aeronautical 
charts, however, other appropriate reference systems may be adopted. 



Section 4. Ddiition of Terms 

The following terms as used in these guidelines shall be defined as 
follows: 

Aeronautical Chart - a representation of a portion of the earth, its 
culture and relief, specifically designed to meet the requirements of air 
navigation. 

Control  point - a point on the ground, with position and elevation 
established by geodetic methods, which is used as a reference for a 
dependent survey. Control points are generally classified in four 
orders (with first order denoting highest quality) according to 
precision of the methods and instruments used in establishing them, 
and the accuracy of the resultant positions and elevations. 

Densification - is a survey undertaken to establish additional control 
points in a given area to satisfy the requirements of the national 
geodetic network and facilitate referencing of other surveys in that 
area. 

Field Ofices - the Regional, Provincial and Community Environment and 
Natural Resources of the DENR 

Geodetic Control Network - a system of strategically located control 
points covering large areas. 

Geodetic Leveling - a leveling of high order accuracy, usually extended 
over large areas, to furnish accurate vertical control for all surveying 
and mapping operations. 

Geoid - the equipotential surface of the earth that approximately 
coincides with the mean sea level. 

Gravimetric Survey - a survey made to determine the acceleration of 
gravity at various places on the earth's surface. 

Nautical Chart - a chart specifically designed to meet the requirements of 
marine navigation, showing depths of water, nature of bottom, 
configuration and characteristics of coast, dangers and aids to 
navigation. 

Reference Spheroid/ Ellipsoid - a theoretical figure that approximates the 
figure of the earth. 

Tidal Observations - a series of continuous sea level measurements 
conducted at  particular sites to provide the information required for 
the determination of sea level datum planes, tidal predictions and 
reduction of soundings. 

Transformation Parameters - a set of numerical values that define the 
mathematical relationship between datums or coordinates. 


















